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EMMA FOX 
I am motivated, this year more than ever, to bring our class 
and school community together and I believe I have the 
skillset, organization, and drive to do so effectively. I would 
start by hosting more grade-wide zoom events, just to keep 
us connected. These smaller events would lead up to 
assemblies for the whole school. We could also host more 
outdoor events on the fields, before it gets cold!!

WILLIAM MIDDLEZONG 
I will bring a unique voice to the school council and 
advocate for all students. I will represent and lead through 
good communication, hard work and organization. 

NICOLAUS DAHL 
As an amicable and engaged person, I’ve had the privilege 
to make friends with people from all different social groups. 
Using these connections I will bring together the ideas of 
everyone in our class and present those ideas to student 
council in order to make plans that appeal to everyone.

ALEXANDRA LIANG 
Like most of us seniors, I was deeply disappointed that 
many in person events were cancelled but I feel that as a 
grade, we can push through and still make the most of our 
senior year. One of my main goals would be to listen and 
communicate with full transparency, working with students 
and advisors to make sure that everyone's voice is included. 
Thank you for reading and I hope you consider voting. 
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WILL VAN HOUTEN 
I am running for Student Council to help students create a 
stronger sense of community - despite the COVID-19 
pandemic - by leveraging relationships I have developed 
through school sports with students in all classes to establish 
a series of socially distanced sporting events, social 
activities, and community service projects.

ALTON JENKINS 
I bring a strong sense of communication, organizational, 
and leadership skills that make me the most fit for the 
position. I have the ambition to make the most out of this 
year. I am a METCO Student & an ambassador (and you 
might've caught my work as the high school correspondent 
for WESTON MEDIA) - so I bring a larger view than your 
typical candidate.

KYLE MORTIMER 
I have been a leader before. I have been captain of 2 JV 
sports teams and I think I have excelled in that role. I see 
myself as a personable, agreeable individual who will listen 
to others and contribute ideas that will better this school 
and its community.
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